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May 11, 2014 
 
 
Chairman Cecelia Brown  
Planning Commission 
123 East Anapamu Street  
Santa Barbara, Ca   93101 
 
 
Re:   14GPA-00000-00014 
      El Grosso GPA Initation 
 
Dear Chairman Brown and Planning Commissioners: 
 
This letter is in response to the staff report on the initation of the General Plan Change for the El 
Grosso property in Los Alamos.  The request is to change the existing Skyview Motel from the 
Highway Commercial designation to General Commercial.  The owner purchased the building with the 
intent to not only renovate the existng motel but also to provide a wine tasting room to showcase his 
critically-acclaimed Santa Barbara winery, Tantara.  Unfortunately, the one thing that the CH zone will 
not allow is the direct sale of wine from a wine tasting room that is why this request has been 
submitted for your consideration. 
 
There are a number of reasons why the county planning staff originally supported the submittal of this 
application.  The main reason was that this motel has had a challenging history of operation.  There 
has been at least six owners with several of them closing the motel and selling after only a couple of 
years of operation. The idea of transforming this old motel into a wine related destination was 
supported by staff and most of the Los Alamos community.   
 
Staff support of the project was altered after the Los Alamos Planning Advisory Committee  (LAPAC) 
meeting.  The 3-1 vote by the LAPAC was mainly based on a mispreception that there was not 
community support for the zone change to facitliate the renovation of the motel and the wine tasting 
room.  Contrary to that perception, the applicant started a petition in Los Alamos and has written 
support of 97% of the current businesses and landowners along Bell Street.  There are also many 
residents in Los Alaoms that have signed the petition supporting of this request.  (See the attached 
petition) 
 
Also everyone contacted wants to see the motel successfully operated and upgraded.  It would be 
much better for Los Alamos to have a high end boutique motel showcasing a local wine compared to 
a rundown aging motel operating sparatically.  Many of the business owners also noted that is was 
better for their business to have visitors stay longer in Los Alamos rather than just pass through.  The 
community wholeheartedly supports this owner and his request. 
 
The other point raised by both the LAPAC chair and the staff was that there are many other uses that 
could be allowed under the C-2 zone versus the CH zone.  This is true if the site was not already 
developed with the motel.   Although the whole site is 5.58 acres, over 4.00 acrs is on slopes for 15-
20% which severally limits the use of the property.  The flat mesa on the top of the hill is the only 



developed area with the motel covering the whole mesa.  If the CH zone allowed for the sale of wine 
in the Tantara wine tasting room we would not need to apply for this GPA.  So the commercial uses  
rasied by the LAPAC and noted by staff should not be of concern based on this constrianed site and 
the proposal of the owner to operate a high end motel and wine tasting room.  He wants to invest in 
Los Alamos and this is the best way to do it.  Also if there is to be any change of use of the site it 
would have to go through a revised permit with the county. 
 
Another concern rasied at the LAPAC meeting was about water and sewer service.  When this motel 
was originally built it was on a private septic system just like every business and home in Los Alamos.  
In the mid 1980’s, the Los Alamos Community Service District built the sewer plant and connected all 
exisiting homes and businesses to the sewer plant.  The motel has been connected ever since and 
the change from CH to C-2 will not change the impact to the sewer plant that was not already planned 
for when it was originally designed. 
 
As far as water service goes, this motel is connected to the LACSD water system and again the 
motel’s full water use was included is the Districts’s long range plan.  The services provided by 
LACSD have anticipated the full use of this motel and have they indicated that this zone change will 
not be an issue for the district operation.   
 
The Chair of the LAPAC was concerned about the planting of grapevines on the 4.0 + acres on the 
site.  The use of vineyards for landscaping has been done throughout the county.  It brings into the 
community the connection between the grapes that are grown in the fields to those visitors that are 
tasting the wine.  This landscaping now showcases the motel from Hwy 101 and the commitment that 
has been made to renovate the motel.  Many of those who signed the petition complimented the 
owner on this new landscaping. 
 
Finally it should be noted that this 1.5 acre motel site on the 5.5 acre property is one of the last CH 
zones in the county. Over the last thrity years, most of the CH zoned properties were annexed into 
the cities of Solvang, Buellton, and Goleta.   When the Orcutt Community Plan was approved in 1997, 
all of the CH zones along Hwy 101 except one was changed to General Commercial.  Even in the Los 
Alamos General Plan Update in 2011, the CH zone site immediately adjacent to the motel was 
changed from CH to C2 inorder to encourage commercial development of the old gas station site. 
 
We request that the Planning Commission support the request to change the zoning ofor this 
property from Highway Commercial to Genreal Commercial.   
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
David Swenk 
Principal Planner 
 
 
Attached: Community Petition. 
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